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Ethical Dilemma
Immigration Policy

Description

Immigration and economic policy: an exercise in critical thinking and
addressing ethical issues.

Task Type

In‐class activity, tutorial, assignment

Time

30 minutes‐1 hour

Level

Appropriate as introductory, developmental or final level

Class Size

Small or large classes. Class needs to be divided into groups of 4‐6 students

Students should be able to:

Learning Outcomes

Demonstrate an understanding of the current basis of Australian
immigration policy
Analyse the criteria used to set the level of immigration
Discuss the role of immigration policy in ensuring Australia’s
economic and environmental sustainability.
Demonstrate an understanding of the ethical issues involved in
setting the immigration quota

Students are asked to read the attached material and to consider the
following questions:

Method

Should immigrants be chosen on the basis of economic or other
criteria?
What are the arguments for making the immigration quota a long
term policy decision that does not alter with the business cycle?
What are the arguments for allowing the immigration quota to
change annually depending on the state of the business cycle (that is
reducing immigration in a downturn and increasing it when the
economy is growing)?
What other factors should be taken into account in setting the
annual immigration quota?
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Students will be divided into groups of 4‐6 and each group asked to consider
these questions from the points of view of one of the following stakeholder
groups:
Australian workers
Australian employers
The Australian community as a whole
Potential immigrants to Australia, including refugees
If time allows this can be turned into a jigsaw exercise where new groups of 4
are formed consisting of one member of each ‘stakeholder’ group. These
groups then discuss the issues with each member representing the views of
their stakeholder.

The exercise can be concluded in a number of ways:

Concluding Activity

Asking each group to present a summary of the major points arising
from their discussion.
Holding a formal debate, probably in a subsequent class so the
students have time to research further and to gather their thoughts,
on the following topic: ‘The immigration quota is a legitimate policy
instrument to address short‐term economic performance.’
A written assignment addressing the debate topic.

Assessment activities:

Assessment

A debate
Students could be assessed individually on a written report covering
the question. The length would depend on the weight given to the
assignment. Material covered in group discussions would form a
basis for individual or group assignments.

Tips

Students may require some additional guidance on ethical frameworks.

Student Instructions

Students need to read and actively consider the material provided. They will
be expected to participate in small group discussion.

There are a range of textbooks available on Business Ethics. These include:
DesJardins, J. and Duska, R. (1987) ‘Drug testing in employment’, Business
and Professional Ethics Journal, 6. Reprinted in Beauchamp T. and Bowie, N.
Ethical Theory and Business 6th edition, Prentice Hall, 2001

Additional Material

Grace D. and Cohen S., Business Ethics, Oxford University Press, 2nd edition.
Shaw, W. (2005) Business Ethics, Thomson, ch 7.
Attached is a very short summary of Australia’s immigration policy past and
present with some relevant references along with a press article which
highlights some of the areas of debate.
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Immigration Policy
Australia is a nation of immigrants. About a quarter of Australians were born overseas and over 40
per cent are first or second generation immigrants. This makes Australia one of the leading
immigrant societies in the world. There has been however, since European settlement, a series of
different selection processes designed to influence who should enter the country. Initially the British
settlement was established for convicts but economic considerations soon came into play. As Jupp
notes:
‘For 150 years Australian immigration policy has been dominated by economic
considerations’ (2007:137).
The White Australia policy, established at Federation, was designed to reduce competition in the
labour market from cheaper immigrant labour. After the Second World Ward there was a significant
expansion of the immigrant program aimed to develop a strong economy that would be able to
defend the country against the risk of invasion from more populous nations. The White Australia
policy was retained during this period. Immigration policy was therefore designed to address the long
term needs of the Australian economy and the Australian taxpayer subsided immigrants to come to
Australia. Immigrants had mainly come from the British Isles but after the Second World War,
immigrants were encouraged from throughout Europe. There were 1,729,000 assisted migrants to
Australia between 1951 and 1980 (Withers, 1989).
Immigrants were seen as a significant potential source of long term economic growth:
Immigrant labour was important in major infrastructure projects such as the Snowy
Mountain Scheme.
Increased population added to aggregate demand in the economy (eg housing,
consumer durables) and enabled Australian firms to reap the benefits of economies
of scale in production.
Immigrants added to the innovative capacities of the economy.
Immigrants from the war‐torn countries of Europe brought a significant pool of
skilled workers into the country.
The source of immigrants started to change in the 1970s with the abolition of the White Australia
policy but the United Kingdom (UK) and New Zealand (NZ) were still the major sources of immigrants.
Criteria for selection of immigrants remained focused on family reunion and humanitarian criteria.
Beginning in the early 1970s there were two major changes to the initial Post World War Two
migration program with potential implications for the labour market. The first was in the source
countries of immigrants. While immigrants from the UK remained the largest group of new arrivals,
there was a shift from other European sources to Asia. In 1981, 40 per cent of new permanent
arrivals came from the UK, NZ, the United States (US) and South Africa (SA) but by 2004 the share
arriving from these countries had almost halved to 21 percent. In 2004 the second largest country of
origin for Australian immigrants was China, with India, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan and
South Korea also in the top ten (Productivity Commission 2006).
The second major change followed the introduction of the points system in the 1970s and the
marked shift, beginning in the 1980s, in favour of skilled immigrants who were expected to
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contriibute to econ
nomic growtth. In 1988‐8
89 skilled visas were issued to about 38 percent of
o
permaanent migran
nts, the remaaining were family reunion visas. Byy 2005 the po
osition had been
b
reverssed with skillled visas accounting for about
a
70 perrcent of new
w entrants an
nd family visaas the
remaining 30 perccent (Productivity Commission 2006).
There was also an expansion of
o the tempo
orary visa sch
heme (the “4
457 visas”) to
o enable employers to
orkers to meeet the growing skill shorttage beginning in the mid
d 1990s. Between
bring in skilled wo
1996//97 and 2004
4/05, there was
w a 58 per cent increasse in the num
mber of temp
porary visas issued
(temp
porary busineess entrants,, overseas students and working
w
holiday makers)) to 670,000 visas,
repressenting abou
ut 5.5 per cent of the workforce. Com
mputer profeessionals, maanagers, reggistered
nurses, business and
a informattion professio
onals and ch
hefs were thee main occup
pational grou
ups
ong Stay pro
ogram (Produ
uctivity Commission 2006
6). The changing
enteriing under the Business Lo
econo
omic circumsstances and increased
i
un
ncertainty in 2008 has pu
ut pressure o
on the prograam and the
government, again
nst oppositio
on from emp
ployer groups, announced a reduction in the num
mber of
orary visas to
o be issued.
tempo
As thee following graph shows, the numberr of permane
ent arrivals has
h varied invversely with the
unemployment raate since the early 1990s.. The Global Financial Criisis has prom
mpted a furth
her
reduction in the number of peermanent arrrivals and the
e numbers entering
e
on temporary visas. There
has beeen a debatee about whetther it is app
propriate to make
m
these changes
c
in reesponse to short
s
term
changges in the staate of the eco
onomy (see attached
a
Can
nberra Timess article).
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